The Poor-Mouth Fraud
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Information provided to H.E. Cardinal Mamberti and the Vatican Chancery Court regarding our Claim March 6 2005, January 19 2023 in seq:

The problem has never been lack of resources of any kind. We have more than enough token money to expedite trade and more than enough silver and gold and many other commodities, including oil, as we have seen, to keep all the economies of every country alive and well and safe.

Instead, remember the LIBOR Scandal. The Merchants of London had long been manipulating the information about the sources and amounts and setting the values of precious metals---commodity rigging, in other words.

Commodity rigging is normally the unlawful and illegal business of Central Banks, but some commodities are more special than others, and precious metals commodities are especially special, so they have long had their own councils and committees adjusting and tweaking every aspect of their markets and even restricting their markets to obstruct trade in precious metals.

Famously, when asked about certain reports that indicated vastly more gold supplies than those credited by the experts, Lord Sassoon, a pillar of the British Parliament's Banking Establishment, exclaimed that "only 1500 tonnes of gold" had been mined in the history of the world.

Even housewives on the street knew that couldn't be true.

There are vast amounts of gold and silver already mined and warehoused throughout the world, and even more staggering supplies of not-so-precious metals in the ground, in the seawater, and even in sand.

The Big Kabosh on the mining industry isn't so much about environmental concerns, because we have long since developed simpler and more efficient means to extract metal from raw ore and other sources --- no, it's because we don't need any more precious metals mined.
There is enough silver and gold already mined to run the world economy for a thousand years without breaking wind, yet to hear the experts sling their cow pucks, you'd think that there wasn't nearly enough to survive even a couple years on the gold standard, or silver standard, either one.

This is mainly because they are heavily invested in financial systems that depend on precious metals being precious, and that extends far beyond the precious metals markets themselves. Precious metals account for about 45% of the assets backing the credit markets, too.

These experts are poor-mouthing, giving people the idea that we are asset poor when we are unimaginably asset rich. Just as they give the impression that this country is bankrupt every time they bankrupt one of their franchises.

We see the same brand of deceitfulness embedded within the deliberately dishonest government accounting systems.

While the Congresses and the State of State Legislatures battle endlessly over "the budget" and their pork barrels and threaten to shut down the government --- which would be, honestly, of little loss to us --- they are in fact swimming in largesse.

Their budget shortfalls are just that. They neglected to transfer enough of the non-budgeted income to the budgeted income ledger, and as a result, we are condemned to an endless parade of tragic-faced politicians rambling on about how there isn't enough money to keep the parks open or pay the light bills on Naval Bases.

It's all slick, purposeful, crooked accounting --- and more poor-mouthing designed to justify levying more taxes.

The actual income of the Federal Municipal Corporations and their State-of-State franchises is never divulged by any budgetary process; instead, its buried in cumbersome and unremarked Annual Financial Reports that reveal trillions upon trillions of dollars rat-holed away in so-called "Pension Fund Associations" and "Mental Health Trusts" and other laudable-sounding Slush Funds.

There's absolutely no lack of money to fund governments. There's no reason for taxation for that purpose at all, and hasn't been since 1941.

As of 1941, every government on Earth was fully funded by private trust funds. All the governments had to do was keep the peace and fill the potholes, but the Perpetrators were already engaged in yet another illegal Mercenary War, and afterward, the assets intended to end the need for taxation had to be deployed to rebuild the world.

These filthy Municipal Corporations couldn't even be honest about that.
Taxation is used as a pressure valve to siphon funds back out of the economy and prevent the inflation caused by government spending, creating an endless cash flow out of the pockets of individual people, and into the already glutted-beyond-belief government coffers.

Inflation is out of control because government spending is out of control, and the only idea these Bad Actors have to curb it, is to hire 87,000 new Internal Revenue Agents and find new excuses to levy taxes on their employers.

All of this is hopelessly upside down, and still the news hasn't been heard in London or in Rome.

The Global Warming Panic follows the most recent Global Cooling Panic and if Mother Nature has her way, will now be followed by yet another Global Cooling Panic. Carbon dioxide is building up in the atmosphere--- not because of human activity, but because of increased volcanic activity --- a fact we know and over which we have no control.

Both the foregoing natural fluctuations are being used to fear-monger and justify more taxes, which will allow more government spending--- which is the cause of the inflation that the taxation is supposed to cure in the first place.

So, the Carbon Tax is more Poor-Mouth Fraud, by which we mean making up specious excuses to justify more taxes ---and it is coming hand-in-hand with refusal to expand the world economy.

We are being told, in effect, that the leadership of these banks and corporations would rather burn, starve, pollute, maim and murder -- than expand the world economy and educate the poor.

They'd rather practice witchcraft and parade around an effigy of a dead baby in a coffin, or reconstruct the brass bulls of the Age of Taurus and trot them out in the middle of soccer stadiums, as we saw at the London Olympics and the Commonwealth Games, too.

And poor-mouth. Always poor-mouth and lie and cherish poverty for others, while living like kings and exempting themselves from all the unpleasantness they cause.

950 Trillion in "Life Force Value Annuities" wasn't enough to slake their gluttony. All the death of all the World Wars wasn't enough for their blood-lust. So who needs them anymore?

What worn and worthless frauds and errors will they teach us?

They are not even supposed to be here.

As for us, we've seen it all before and have no need to see it again.
We wish for the people of this planet to have life and to have it abundantly, without the limitations of these criminals and their crimes.

We wish for these guilty-as-sin Municipal Corporations to be liquidated or forfeited in the case of the defense subcontractors.
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